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Very helpful insight in finding your way through the finish of the trail of life After reading Lisa's book,
An opportunity to Express Goodbye: Reflections on Losing a Mother or father, I purchased copies
for my siblings and for both of my children. Why? A Needed Publication About Dying I came across
the historical information regarding Lisa's family very interesting.Neither my siblings nor my to adult
children have had to offer with all of the decisions and preparation that come up as a parent's
wellness (both physical and mental) begins to go downhill. Lisa's book is a great guide to preparing
for this both for a parent to get their affairs to be able and for the offspring to know what to
anticipate and the resources available to take the right steps. It also carries a well-planned checklist
in addition to a set of tips for coping with maturing parents that I view as very useful.Full disclosure:
We knew Lisa's father, Bob Shultz, for some 29 years as an excellent friend who led an amazingly
full life. Consequently I also know Lisa, the author, for some twenty years. And therefore I personally
observed the changes within the last couple of years of Bob's lifestyle as he approached the end of
the trail. What We All Need to Know to Help Aging Parents A Chance to Tell you Goodbye is a
publication a person with aging parents must read. You may still find many years forward and it’s
time to respect them, not merely for myself but also for my kids..Give yourself a gift - you'll gain
major understanding for the time you are getting into this phase of lifestyle with a mother or father.
My handsome, funny, loving Dad passed on last June. Gayla Wick, Author of . This is an extremely
well written book. When I .", Debie Monax, Author I Miss MY FATHER Everyday I cry even as We
write this review. I appreciate the transparency Lisa reveals about her dad/daughter romantic
relationship and the healing that occurred. This is an extremely well written book. Thank you for
sharing your personal story, Lisa. You'll be happy you added this book to your library. Hospice
understands palliative care and the comfort of the patient. My hope is usually that everyone, of all
ages will read this book and have the power of knowledge to help navigate a very messed up
healthcare system. Preparing for the Journey Lisa shares a touching existence experience in A
Chance to Mention Goodbye: Reflections on Losing a Mother or father. Part memoir, part historic
documentary, part tutorial on aging and dying, this wonderful work does not leave anything out in
preparing for the trip of losing a loved one. Shultz' grief trip was shared truthfully and poignantly.
Loss of life is a natural part of Life’s progression and Lisa assists the reader navigate this season
withmuch tenderness and honesty. A moving and helpful memoir and guidebook to the destination
we all share. Reading A Chance to Say Goodbye: Reflections on Shedding a Parent helped me
realize that I wasn't wrong to want to scoop him up and make him well once again, though it wasn't
the decision manufactured in the end. Lisa’s guidance and insight on preparing for the inevitable
was heartfelt. With obvious love and deep respect for her father, Lisa Shultz builds upon this man's
legacy by sharing with us the story of his amazing and colorful life, the process of his dying, and
the author's efforts to assist her father to enter into death with dignity. Through her own private
experiences, recollections, and research the writer gives helpful guidance and specific assets to help
her readers navigate the end of life procedure we are all destined to encounter -- either with
someone you care about, or on our very own. This book successfully explores an frequently
ignored life encounter with visceral honesty and emotion. It's so unpleasant to let somebody you
love go. Time to respect the approaching years. Most of all what I discovered and what we all need
to know, is definitely to communicate and love now in the present moment, because it is, after-all,
the main one sure thing we've! Scanning this book was among those moments for me, while
reading the publication I was attracted to the similarities of how often I have never given any thought
to the “what if “. Your publication also assists me to discuss with my Mother her wishes in addition
to a plan for my own goodbye. The experience of parenting a mother or father through medical,
monetary and even the issues associated with everyday living can be so annoying and isolating.



Since it is a great resource for those folks who've not had to deal with an aging mother or father
(me at 75 years whose parents both exceeded suddenly) and what goes on as we get closer to
the end of the trail as Lisa's father could have said. My grandfather was among those aswell, and it
cut back fond recollections. Ms.Her thorough analysis provides reader many resources to consider
and her well-chosen quotes ease and comfort, inspire and problem one’s spirit for the time they
start that difficult journey. This publication helped me to comprehend that the globe of western
medication is only interested in quantity, not quality of life. It'll move along society's needed
discussion about the problems of dying. This book has helped me prepare for end of life issues and
prompted discussions with my children. Lisa gives heartfelt guidance on accepting our very own
mortality and supporting us prepare for our journey beyond. Society does not want to speak about
death, so it is certainly up to individuals to consider up the cause. What's important today?. Her
book provides reflections from knowledge looking after her aging dad and compiled excellent assets
on dying that will help others look after our aging family members and in addition aid us in our own
preparation for loss of life. What's important Now? An excellent read! Insightful information on
preparing for the unavoidable.. I cried several times in her wonderful memoir about her existence
and her dad. I had one good chuckle about her father being a toothpick collector. The section re:
end-of-life problems was well-researched and helpful as a guide to striving for an excellent death for
one's loved ones and also oneself. I am blessed to possess both parents, alive and well and this
book has compelled me to talk to them and talk about my insights and problems. Lisa provides
sparked a conversation with my siblings as well to help us prepare for end of life problems. Losing
a parent could be difficult to state the least . Read Lisa's book and you'll know you are not alone..
Losing a parent could be difficult to state the least particularly if there is certainly unfinished
business.. The valuable resources shared in AN OPPORTUNITY TO Say Goodbye on how best to
plan navigating the complexities of the “end of life” path are precious. Communicate and Love Now
Lisa did an excellent job sharing around her relationship with her father who lived well. I was
fascinated to hear the stories associated with his part in the Navy fighting in Globe War II.. There are
usually several moments in one’s life a light bulb continues on and we change certain areas of our
life.. Insightful and beautifully created!. I'm so grateful for the content memories that I hold in my own
heart and enough time spent with my father. It is a must read... This book can be an invaluable tool
for folks to use to research many end of existence issues, and the assets provided had been
priceless!..The Art of Attracting Authentic Love: A Transformational Four-Step Process... When I
purchased the book, I acquired no idea I'd lose my very own father in less than a month. Well after
this read that transformed, no more taking health matters for granted and doing away with the I’m
indestructible mentality.
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